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Motivation Letter 

 

I moved from Bergamo to Shanghai in 2007. As a Chartered Accountant I focus on tax and accounting management in China. I 

cooperate with the Academia and I have been a founder of the Italian Scholar Association. I have covered roles for different 

chambers in the Far East and I’ve also covered roles for CICC working groups and the board previously. I would like to run for 

another term as Treasurer due to having experience with companies and associations and I believe I have helped to improve the 

admin management of the chamber. I think the coming months will be the most complex in terms of financial stability, profit and 

loss, budget and forecast for our chamber like for many other organizations. I would like to dedicate passion and professionalism 

that I always try to combine in all my projects. 

 

Profile 

 

Long term expertise in international consulting with a specific focus on East Asia, Lorenzo teaches taxation at Shanghai Jiaotong 

University. He is a Tax Advisor and a member of international CPA and Auditor Associations. He is based in Shanghai, where he 

is the Partner of the consulting firm RsA, specializing in emerging countries.  rsa-tax.com 

 

Lorenzo has covered roles in the governance of institutions, multi-national companies and non-profit organizations including the 

largest Italian groups in luxury, food and mechanical sectors.  He has published extensively on China and Asian economies as a 

columnist for several journals and author of publications in different languages. lorenzoriccardi.com 

 

Lorenzo has always been fascinated by geo-economics, and he has combined his passion for traveling new frontiers with interest 

for emerging markets in multiple journeys covering every sovereign nation. 200-economies.com 

 

During his career he has been recognized as: 

▪ Member CNDCEC, Association of CPAs and Association of Auditors – Italy 

▪ Member HKICPA (International Affiliate) - Hong Kong, SAR China  

▪ Member American Institute of CPAs (International Associate) – USA 

▪ Member Australia CPA - Australia 
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